Thesis and Working Bibliography Turnitin.com Submission Form

(Don’t forget to put in your header and page number!)

Book Title(s) 	

(ONLY if you are writing about both novels…)


Preliminary Thesis:









Any reflections of what you think are its strengths and weaknesses?  You can also indicate what you tried to do or a plain language explanation of what you want to talk about.  All of these things will help me give you better feedback.    	







_____________________________________________________________________

At least 5 Bibliography Cards

On the next page, please use the templates provided to record the information you have about your sources.   Look at the checklist in your Note Card explanation packet so you’re sure you’ve met all the requirements and can get full credit!  













Primary Source Card:  
 Insert novel title here	      						    A

Fitzgerald, F. Scott.  The Beautiful and Damned. New York:  Scribner. 1995.  Print.

Major Themes:  
	








F FIT 432.2
Major themes previously identified that you may be looking to use.
Complete MLA bibliographic citation of the source, including a hanging indent.
Source Letter  
Call number (if the book’s not yours) so you can find it again!!  If you own it, write “OWN.”
Annotated Primary Source note cards are of the novel itself and its prevailing themes.  
If you are writing on BOTH books, copy and paste this below with info from that source.  Delete the text boxes to clean it up if you want.


















Secondary Source Card:  

This type of source is a criticism which discusses the novel by way examining themes, plot/character development, setting, common symbols, etc., or it may just analyze the writing of the author you chose and not reference your book title specifically.  

STOP NOW!!!! 
You will have 4 of these (3 for the novel, and then 1 on the author’s writing/style).  
<Novel title> or <Author’s Writing/Style Criticism>		        	     B

Berman, Ronald. The Great Gatsby and Modern Times.  Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1994.  124-137. Print.

	Says all of Fitzgerald's novels show the changes that the beginning of the twentieth century brought about. 

Discuss how the cinema, radio and television, tabloids and the mass media in general changed how we look at the world - and at ourselves. 








432.43 BER
Specific description of what is included in the source that ties to your thesis and reminder of why to include it in your paper.
Complete MLA Bibliographic Citation of the Source, including a hanging indent and  page numbers.  
Source Letter  
Call number/ database reference # so you can find it again!!  
THEREFORE:  COPY AND PASTE THIS TEMPLATE so you can have it for all of your sources.  At least one of these should be from a book.

Choose whichever of these fits the content of your notecard and write in YOUR information

Teacher Comments


